This document is made available in accordance with publisher policies. Please cite only the published version using the reference above. The efficiency and scope of aeroelastic wing optimization strategies can be increased using analysis-specific structural idealizations, such as high-fidelity models for detailed stress analyses and low-fidelity models for aeroelastic analyses. In this work, a numerical method is presented that enables efficient and accurate reduction of a high-fidelity finite element model 
I. Introduction
The use of multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) tools for the preliminary design of aircraft structures can lead to significant aircraft performance improvements. For example, it allows unconventional configurations and materials to be explored in a systematic way, while satisfying a wide range of constraints. One application of MDO is the design of aerostructures subject to aerodynamic, stress and aeroelastic constraints. Existing wing MDO implementations, such as those described in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , tend to use three-dimensional global finite element models (GFEMs) of wing structures for stress and aeroelastic analyses, where the wing components (spars, skins, ribs and stringers) are modeled using discrete shell and beam elements. In such studies, the structural model refinement is mainly driven by the choice of structural optimization variables and stress constraints, leading to models with 10 4 to 10 6 degrees of freedom.
Structural optimization variables include the wing component thicknesses and material properties, but also the locations and orientations of ribs, spars and stringers within the wing. Stress constraints are related to component strength and buckling reserve factors, which are functions of the internal wing loads calculated using the GFEM. However, generally, stress analysis only needs to be performed for a small number of critical load cases which define the maximum/minimum external load envelope. Since the critical cases are not known a priori, static and dynamic aeroelastic analyses have to be performed for many different flight and ground cases (100,000 cases or more [7] ) to calculate the external aerodynamic and inertial loads. For these aeroelastic analyses, it is arguably sufficient to retain a reduced number of degrees of freedom along the wing span, so that the wing bending and torsion behaviors are captured with sufficient accuracy, whilst minimizing computational costs. Management of the computational costs is important for MDO purposes, despite the increasing capabilities of high performance computing hardware, since the aeroelastic analyses are repeated for every design iteration during the optimization process. In addition, these costs could increase significantly if nonlinear aeroelastic analyses had to be performed within the optimization to capture geometric and aerodynamic nonlinearities, such as those occurring on highly flexible wings [8, 9] . Therefore, by using a single structural wing idealization for both the stress and the aeroelastic analyses, current wing MDO tools implicitly make a compromise either between the calculated stress fidelity and the aeroelastic analysis efficiency, or on the number of aeroelastic load cases that can realistically be considered within the design optimization process.
As a result, there is a strong argument to be made in favor of developing an integrated, multi-fidelity analysis and optimization architecture, where the structural optimization variables are defined with respect to a GFEM model, which is also used for stress analysis purposes, but where the wing is modeled as a beam for aeroelastic analysis purposes. A key requirement for such an approach is an efficient, yet sufficiently accurate, means of reducing a GFEM to a beam model in an automated fashion. In practice, two different types of methods may be used to calculate equivalent beam stiffness properties. In one approach, equivalent beam properties are determined directly from detailed descriptions of the wing section geometries and material properties along the wing span. Implementations include the variational asymptotic beam sectional analysis (VABS) [10] and other methods that use thin-walled beam assumptions, as reviewed in [11, 12] .
Higher-order one-dimensional element formulations for composite structures have also been proposed by Carrera and Petrolo [13] . These studies, and those they reference, show that sectional out-of-plane warping and shear flexibility effects can be captured accurately for anisotropic, geometrically complex beam sections. These methods have been successfully used in preliminary design studies and even integrated into MDO architectures [14, 15] . However, sectional analysis methods become impractical for wings with numerous section variations due to local cut-outs, reinforcements or section shape changes. Neither the effects of internal ribs, nor the effects of misalignments between the beam reference axis and internal stringers or spars can be formally captured using a single beam section. Furthermore, section properties may have to be extracted manually from the GFEM model if no separate structural description, such as geometric design data, is available.
In the second type of method, the beam properties are calculated numerically, via a small number of static simulations of the full fidelity GFEM. Identification procedures are used to determine beam properties yielding equivalent displacement responses to the full model. This approach was recently implemented in [6] , to assess the effects of different spar and rib layouts on Euler-Bernoulli beam bending and torsion parameters. SwiftComp, an implementations of the mechanics of structural genome (MSG) theory developed by Yu [16] , also uses this approach for the multi-scale modeling of heterogeneous composite structures, which cannot currently be handled by sectional analysis methods. Another implementation is the blade (or beam) property extraction method (BPE) developed by Malcolm and Laird [17] . BPE has been used to generate accurate wind-turbine blade models for aeroelastic analyses from existing GFEM models. In addition to being numerically efficient, the most notable benefit of this type of method is that no information is required about the wing or blade sectional properties to perform the beam reduction. It is therefore possible to reduce wings with cut-outs, discrete structural features or varying spar, stringer or rib orientations to accurate beam models. Given the requirements listed above, this type of method seems naturally more appropriate for rapid aeroelastic wing optimization, and it is selected to form the basis of the current work.
Moreover, MDO architectures with numerous design variables and constraints use gradient-based optimization algorithms to ensure convergence towards optimal solutions, with [18] providing a survey of different architectures. The load and constraint sensitivities from the aeroelastic beam model analyses can be integrated in a gradient based MDO architecture using a gradient chain-ruling approach, provided that the beam model sensitivities with respect to changes in the GFEM design variables are available. For best efficiency and accuracy, the beam model gradients should be calculated analytically.
The objective of this paper is to present a beam reduction method, which satisfies the efficiency, accuracy and gradient output requirements listed above, and which has, therefore, been specifically developed for rapid aeroelastic design optimization with detailed stress constraints. The improved method has been realized by, firstly, extending the BPE method to yield a set of 13 independent physical beam properties, based on Timoshenko beam theory with isotropic material properties, from any fully coupled 6x6 stiffness matrix. The calculation of equivalent Timoshenko beam properties allows the equivalent beam models to be analyzed using standard FEM solvers and element types. This is achieved while retaining a key advantage of the BPE method, which is that the GFEM description is only required within the FEM analysis code, and so the reduction method is decoupled from the definition of the structural box geometry and material properties. Secondly, the method allows beam stiffness sensitivities, due to changes in the GFEM variables, to be derived analytically from the displacements sensitivities of the GFEM in a computationally efficient manner.
Integration of the proposed beam reduction method into a gradient-based MDO architecture is discussed in section II, followed by a description of the method itself in sections III and IV, which outline the equivalent beam stiffness and mass calculations respectively. The method is then demonstrated on a simplified wing box configuration and also on the University of Bristol ultra-green (BUG) wing GFEM (section V). These models are representative of the type of wing GFEMs used in industry, which include discrete geometric features, variable section geometries and anisotropic material properties. Finally, the method for extraction of gradient data is described in section VI, with an example discussed in section VII. All analyses are performed using MSC Nastran, however, the technique is equally applicable to other solvers using a similar finite element formulation.
II. Aeroelastic design optimization
In this section, as a motivation for the development of the beam reduction method presented here, we illustrate how the method could be integrated into a gradient-based MDO tool. For this purpose, a monolithic multidisciplinary feasible (MDF) MDO architecture [18] is considered, since it provides a simple optimization problem description and relates to a number of other MDO architectures used in the literature. MDF requires a full multidisciplinary analysis to be performed within each optimization iteration, as shown in and also its sensitivities to the GFEM optimization variables. Importantly, the reduction considered here does not make any presumption on the relations between the GFEM variables and beam properties. All beam properties, including the second moment of area I 1 , are calculated from the GFEM static deflections due to tip loads as detailed in the next section. Aeroelastic analyses are then performed using the beam model (5), generating aeroelastic constraint values g 1 (6) , external loads L (7) and associated gradients with respect to the beam model properties (8) . The external loads are applied to the GFEM model for stress analysis (9) , which outputs the stress constraint values g 2 (10) and their gradients with respect to the optimization variables ∂g 2 /∂v, and with respect to the applied loads ∂g 2 /∂L (11). To complete the multidisciplinary analysis, the aggregated constraint function vector g = [g 1 , g 2 ] (12) and total derivatives matrix ∂g/∂v (13), calculated by chain-ruling of the different analysis gradients, are returned to the optimization algorithm.
The optimization objective function evaluation is not explicitly shown in Fig. 1 , since it could be calculated at different stages of the multidisciplinary analysis process depending on the objective that is chosen. Typical objectives, such as the wing weight or the cruise drag could be calculated in steps (9) or (5) respectively. In practice, to reduce the number of GFEM analyses to a minimum, only the most critical load cases should be selected for stress analysis in step (9) , with all other stress constraints being considered inactive.
This approach differs from existing MDO implementations, which do not include the beam reduction (2) and associated data blocks (3), (4) and (8) . In existing implementations, the GFEM is used for all analyses, so that steps (5) and (9) are effectively merged into a single multi-disciplinary analysis block. Moreover, as far as the authors are aware, whilst chain-ruling is a well-known method for calculating the total derivatives of system responses in a MDO context ( [19] ), the use of a chain rule to link GFEM and beam model partial derivatives for wing aeroelastic design purposes
has not yet been explored in the literature. Clearly, integration of the beam reduction into the multidisciplinary analysis would allow for far more efficient aeroelastic computations, particularly as the number of aeroelastic analyses increases or as the number of GFEM degrees of freedom increases.
III. Stiffness reduction method
The wing GFEM to beam stiffness reduction process is performed in three successive steps: 1) the beam reference axis and beam element nodes are defined in the GFEM; 2) the beam element flexibility matrices are determined numerically from the deflection behavior of the GFEM due to a small number of static load cases; 3) a set of 13 physical isotropic beam stiffness parameters is calculated for each predefined element. The first two steps of this process can be performed using the blade property extraction (BPE) code described by Malcolm and Laird in reference [17] . It is the third step, which provides a reduced number of independent physical parameters and allows us to define an intermediate set of variables for gradient based optimization, that is developed in this paper. Note that linear structural analysis assumptions are made here, corresponding to small wing deflections and rotations, which is appropriate for a fast reduction method for design optimization purposes.
Fig. 2 Beam reduction concept
For a half-wing GFEM, as shown in figure 2 , the beam reference axis corresponds to the line joining all beam element nodes from the root to the tip of the wing. The definition of the beam reference axis is trivial in that there is no specific requirement on its location, although it should be continuous and approximately aligned with the wing structure.
In particular, the reference axis may be straight over the whole wing, or have kinks where changes in wing dihedral or sweep occur. For each straight reference axis section, a x yz-local coordinate system (LCS) is defined as shown in figure   3 , with the x-axis pointing from the beam node at the root of the section to that at the tip.
Fig. 3 Sign convention for nodal deflections (left) and for the applied forces/moments (right)
To determine the beam element flexibility matrices, a set of linear static GFEM analyses is performed for each straight reference axis section. First, existing boundary conditions on the GFEM are removed and replaced with a fixed boundary constraint at the wing root. The beam reference nodes are included in the GFEM and constrained to nearby shell elements, so that the beam nodes deflect and rotate with the surrounding structure. Then, 6 orthogonal forces and moments F are applied successively in the LCS directions at the tip of the current reference axis section, and the 6 orthogonal LCS displacements and rotations U of the current section beam nodes are output (see figure 3 ). The vector U is post-processed to extract the relative displacements and rotations vector ∆U of each element's outboard node (B) with respect to the inboard node (A), such that
where degrees of freedom i = 1, 2, 3 and i = 4, 5, 6 correspond to the displacements and rotations in/about the LCS x, y and z directions respectively, and l AB is the length of the beam element along the reference axis. Note that the contributions of the element rigid body rotations on the relative z-and y-displacements are removed using small rotation angle assumptions, with tan(U 6, A ) ≈ U 6, A and tan(U 5, A ) ≈ U 5, A . Normalizing these relative displacements and rotations with respect to the force/moment vector F, results in 36 equations defining each element of the 6x6 flexibility
where D is the distance between the element node B and the node where the static shear forces F 2 and F 3 are applied.
The inverse of matrix [C] gives the corresponding stiffness matrix [K] of the equivalent beam. In the following, the
[C] terms may be referred to both as the flexibility matrix terms and as the deflections and rotations corresponding to applied unit forces and moments.
This flexibility matrix calculation has some limitations, as already noted in reference [20] with respect to the BPE approach. The first limitation is associated with the assumption that the applied static tip forces and root boundary Subsequent steps, described in sections A to E, are used to derive 13 physical isotropic beam element stiffness parameters from the flexibility matrix [C]. These parameters, which result in an equivalent flexibility behavior to the GFEM, can be aggregated in a stiffness properties vector
for each beam element. These quantities are typically required to define the properties of an isotropic FEM model beam element. The first 4 terms of Ω correspond to shear center offsets from the beam reference axis at nodes A and B (see section A). These offsets define the element elastic axis and drive the bend-twist coupling behavior of the beam.
It should be noted, that the linear dependency of the shear center on the location along the beam reference axis for beams with anisotropic material properties is well known [10, 26, 27] . The remaining parameters are defined with respect to the elastic axis: the bending and torsion stiffness parameters (J toĪ 12 , section B), the location of the section centroid (N y ,N z , section C), the section area (Ā, section D) and the shear coefficients (k y ,k z , section E). It should be noted that no parameters are defined to quantify the beam warping behavior or shear relief due to box section taper.
These effects are implicitly included in the calculation of the torsion constantJ and of the shear coefficientsk y ,k z .
Finally, non-dimensional bend-twist coupling parameters as defined by Weisshaar [28] and of the form Ψ = K/ √ GJ.E I are evaluated. These non-dimensional parameters can be used to classify a wing structure as being highly coupled (|Ψ| close to 1) or lightly coupled (|Ψ| close to 0). For this purpose, we relate Ψ to the previously listed beam element stiffness parameters in section F.
A. Beam element elastic axis and shear center offsets
Bend-twist coupling (corresponding to non-zero C 45 and/or C 46 values in equation (2)) is modeled here as a rotation of the beam element elastic axis (defined as the locus of shear centers) with respect to the x-direction of the LCS, as shown in figure 4 . By definition, bending and torsion deflections are decoupled along the elastic axis, so that the unknown rotation angles γ y and γ z of the elastic axis with respect to the x-direction may be determined by setting the bend-twist coupling termsC 45 andC 46 of the elastic axis flexibility matrix [C] to zero. 
where [T] is the rotation matrix from the LCS to the elastic axis coordinate system, and the Euler rotation angles γ z and γ y about the z and y -axes (see figure 5 ) are calculated by solving the nonlinear system of equations
+C 55 cy cz sz ,
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An iterative numerical solver (for example the trust-region algorithm as implemented in "fsolve" in Matlab [29] ) may be used to find approximate solutions to equations (4), and this approach was found to yield accurate results for the examples in section V.
Once [C] has been determined, the equivalent shear center offsets in the LCS y-and z-directions at nodes A and B may be calculated. The normalized deflectionsC 34 andC 24 associated with a rotationC 44 at node B (see Fig. 4 ) are used to determine the shortest vector q from node B to the element elastic axis in the LCS as
where small angle assumptions are used to find tan(C 44 ) ≈C 24 /q 3 and tan(C 44 ) ≈ −C 34 /q 2 , withq = T q. By projecting the end-point of q along the elastic axis onto the LCS yz-plane passing through node B, the local shear center offset vector at node B is determined as
and the shear center offset vector at node A is deduced from SC By , SC Bz and the extrinsic rotation angles γ y and γ z as
In the most general case SC B SC A ; however, SC B = SC A in the case where no bend-twist coupling exists (γ y = 0 and γ z = 0 ), but shear loads applied at node B result in torsion about the beam element reference axis (simple homogeneous prismatic beam case). Also, SC B = −SC A for pure bend-twist coupling, due to anisotropic material properties and/or variable beam section geometry where the average beam section shear center offset of the element is zero.
B. Beam element bending and torsion stiffness along the elastic axis
The torsion constantJ is determined from the torsional flexibilityC 44 along the elastic axis, the effective length of the element along the elastic axis L AB = l AB /(cos(γ y ) cos(γ z )) and the known material shear modulus G as
We then define the element second moments of areaĪ 1 ,Ī 2 andĪ 12 with respect to a rotated local coordinate system RLCS, where thex-direction is aligned with the elastic axis and thez andȳ direction unit vectors are defined in the LCS by an arbitrary input element orientation vector
In general,ȳ ȳ so an additional rotation of the flexibility matrix [C] about the elastic axis (x-direction) is required to determine the second moments of area, resulting in the flexibility matrix [C] being found as
Using beam theory, a system of linear equations inĪ 1 ,Ī 2 andĪ 12 can then be derived as
where E is the known material Young's modulus. The overdetermined system of equations on the right-hand side of equation (11) includes the special cases whereF 5 andF 6 take the zero value. Although setting eitherF 5 = 0 orF 6 = 0 would be sufficient to solve for the stiffness terms, it is preferable to retain both special cases, since the BPE method is known to potentially result in slightly asymmetric flexibility matrices (C 65 C 56 ). In this case, the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse can be used to find the "best fit" or least squares solution forĪ 1 ,Ī 2 andĪ 12 .
C. Beam element average centroid location with respect to the elastic axis
The beam centroid location with respect to the elastic axis may be determined by calculating the orientation of the beam section principal axes with respect to the RLCSȳ andz-directions, and then finding the neutral plane intersection due to moments about the principal axes. We define [C p ] as the beam flexibility matrix in the beam principal axes system whereC p,56 =C p,65 = 0 , so that
Beam kinematics are used to derive the centroid offsetsN yp ,N z p from the elastic axis in the principal axis system as
The centroid offsetsN y ,N z from the elastic axis in the RLCS system may then be determined from
D. Beam element equivalent area along the elastic axis
The section areaĀ is a function of the element extension in the RLCSx-direction due to a tensile force applied through the section centroid. This extension is calculated by first determining the deflections at node B due only to the moment about the centroid generated by a unit tensile force being applied at node B, and then subtracting these deflections fromC 11 , such thatĀ
and
E. Beam element shear coefficients along the elastic axis
Finally, the Timoshenko beam theory shear coefficientsk y ,k z in the RLCSȳ andz-directions are determined by subtracting the deflectionδ y ,δ z due to bending strains from the total shear deflections at the elastic axis, so that
and cy = cos(C 52 − ∆Ū α,5 ), sy = sin(C 52 − ∆Ū α,5 ),
and cy = cos(C 53 − ∆Ū α,5 ), sy = sin(C 53 − ∆Ū α,5 ),
This completes the calculation of Ω for an element. We now consider how the terms of Ω relate to the non-dimensional bend-twist coupling parameter Ψ.
F. Evaluation of non-dimensional stiffness coupling parameters
The following relations apply for isotropic and composite wings, assuming that extension-bending coupling of the wing can be neglected. The internal beam bending moments F 5 , F 6 and torque F 4 are related to the beam curvatures δ z , δ y and twist rate α x along the local beam reference axis x as
with the equivalent flexibility relation being
where the two non-dimensional bend-twist coupling parameters Ψ 11 and Ψ 22 are defined as
It should be noted that the feasible domains of Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 are not independent, since strain energy considerations require not only −1 < Ψ 1 < 1 and −1 < Ψ 2 < 1, but also Q > 0 in equation (19) , which corresponds to
To evaluate Ψ 1 and Ψ 2 in equation (20), it is necessary to determine the stiffness matrix in equation (18), which can be related to the known beam element elastic axis stiffness matrix using the previously defined rotation matrices and rotation angles as
In this equation, the factor cos(γ y )cos(γ z ) is included to account for the "stretching" of the elastic axis with respect to the beam element length for non-zero γ y or γ z rotation angles. The non-dimensional stiffness coupling parameters can therefore be determined within the stiffness reduction process.
IV. Mass reduction method
"Lumped" mass and inertia properties are calculated at the beam nodes to approximate the distributed mass properties of the GFEM along the wing span. In a first step, the GFEM model is split into element groups associated with each beam node, defining the integration volumes for the lumped mass and inertia properties. For each group of elements, the equivalent mass m s , center of gravity (CG) location and inertia with respect to the beam node in the global coordinate system are then determined as
where m i , X i , Y i and Z i are the mass of element i and the distance of its centroid from the beam node. The 6 × 6 symmetric mass matrix [M] at the beam node may then be determined from
Using MSC Nastran, this mass reduction is conveniently implemented by defining super-elements (SE) along the wing span and running the grid point weight generator. The mass matrix is subsequently used to automatically define discrete mass elements.
V. Reduction examples A. Constant-section rectangular wing-box
A constant-section rectangular wing-box GFEM of 16.8m span, 1.68m chord and 1.0m height is used to illustrate the reduction method. In addition, the effects on the stiffness parameter variations associated with an increase in the front spar thickness, the use of unbalanced laminates in the skin, and the rotation of a rib are studied. The baseline wing-box configuration features 8mm thick quasi-isotropic composite spars, 2mm thick metallic ribs and 10mm thick skins with a high percentage of 0 • fiber plies (44%) aligned with the global Y-direction. Reference equivalent beam properties calculated using the variational asymptotic beam sectional analysis (VABS) [10] are listed in Table 1 . The FEM mesh is representative of a GFEM model used for internal loads calculations. The skins, spars and ribs are modeled using shell elements and the omega-stringers and spar caps are modeled using beam elements, with a mesh detail shown in Fig.6 . Table 1 The baseline model equivalent beam stiffness properties for each beam element are calculated using the equations from sections A to E. The properties calculated at mid-span (Y=8.1m) are compared to the VABS reference properties in Table 1 , where errors in EĪ 1 , EĪ 2 , GJ andĀ are below 5%, whereas the shear coefficientsk y andk z are significantly smaller than those predicted by VABS. It should be noted, that the VABS and GFEM models use different wingbox The variations of the beam properties along the span are plotted in Fig. 7 , where the symbols indicate the location of the center of each beam element. The shear center and neutral axis offsets, being zero along the span, are not plotted. An increase in stiffness at the wing root is linked to the fully fixed boundary condition, which constrains the warping of the section. Conversely, the beam stiffness is reduced at the wingtip, where the load introduction assumptions significantly affect the GFEM behavior. The MPC resolves the loads applied at the wingtip beam node into equivalent forces at the skin nodes, neglecting the stiffness variations and stringer offsets, so that the wingtip section deforms and the apparent beam axial and bending stiffness towards the wingtip is reduced. This behavior is a known limitation of the BPE method [21] [22] [23] and shows the importance of choosing appropriate boundary constraint and loading assumptions during the reduction. To minimize the effects of these assumptions, it may be preferable to determine a set of equivalent skin forces and moments at the wing root and tip, which minimize the section deformations without adding stiffness, for example using thin-walled beam theory or by extracting internal loads at an equivalent wing section several rib-bays removed from the wing-tip or root. The latter approach is demonstrated here, with a set of extracted nodal force and moment distributions plotted in Fig. 8, clearly showing that moments have to be applied at the skin nodes to account for the skin and stringers offsets from the FE shell mesh. The beam stiffness properties obtained by repeating the baseline GFEM reduction using the modified tip loads (MTL) and retaining a fully fixed wing root constraint are compared to the stiffness properties of the baseline reduction in Table 1 . The beam stiffness variations at the wingtip with respect to the mid-span position have been minimized using this approach. Table 1 .
The shear center offset variations along the wing span for models 1 to 3 are plotted in Fig. 10 . As expected, the shear center offsets in the beam z-direction are zero for all configurations, due to the section symmetry with respect to the x y-plane. In model 1, the thickening of the front spar mainly increases the E I 1 bending stiffness and moves the elastic axis forward by 0.2m in the beam y-direction, with SC By = SC Ay . In model 2, the unbalanced skin laminates result in bend-twist coupling, corresponding to a rotation of the element elastic axes with respect to the beam reference axis (see In order to verify the accuracy of the stiffness reductions, the GFEM and beam model wing tip displacements U and rotations R are compared for different applied tip loads, in the global XY Z-directions, in Table 2 and Fig. 12 than the incremental deflections between the baseline and models 1 and 2. Hence, the rib rotation has no significant effect on the wing tip deflection errors summarized in Table 2 . In this Table, most deflection errors are below 5%, with the largest errors (20-25%) occurring for relatively small extension and shear-extension coupling deflections. Indeed, the box shear-extension stiffness coupling, which correspond to the flexibility matrix terms C 12 and C 13 and is due to the unbalanced skin laminates, cannot be accurately captured using this beam reduction method. As a result, the beam Table 2 Comparison of the Model 3 GFEM and equivalent beam tip deflections due to applied tip loads in the global XYZ-directions
1.00E-6 -1.00E-6 1.00E-6 -4.85E-1 4.85E-1 -appears too flexible in tension. This error is probably negligible for practical applications as the wing is unlikely to experience significant loading or displacements in the spanwise direction. In any case, the bending, twist and shear deflections, due to applied bending moments (M X ,M Z ), torques (M Y ) and shear forces (F X ,F Z ), are likely to be orders of magnitude larger than the extension or shear-extension coupling deflections.
From an MDO point of view, the tip deflection trends with model updates are also of interest. To illustrate these trends in more detail, the model 1 and 2 updates were performed in smaller increments, corresponding to the intermediary points in Fig. 12 and 13 . Clearly, for the shear load (F Z ) case, the displacement and rotation trends are captured with sufficient accuracy for MDO purposes. Interestingly, the trends are also captured correctly for the applied spanwise force (F Y ), despite the deflection magnitude error increasing with increasing bend-twist coupling.
B. Representative GFEM of a high-aspect-ratio wing
The University of Bristol Ultra-Green (BUG) cantilevered wing design was inspired by the strut-supported highaspect-ratio wing of the NASA SUGAR Volt aircraft configuration [30] , with the main aim of studying the nonlinear aeroelastic effects associated with large wing deflections [9, 31, 32] . The BUG half-wing FEM model (48564 degrees of freedom) has a span of 25.89m and is shown in Fig. 14 . The beam reference axis is defined at half-chord and consists of 3 straight reference axis sections. The level of complexity included in the wing-box is comparable to that of models used for conceptual design studies in industry; it has a non-rectangular cross-section, with varying sweep and taper along the span, and internal ribs with varying orientations. L-section stringers, parallel to the front spar and with section property h tapering from 59mm at the root to 16mm at the tip, are modeled on the wing skins using beam elements. The skin, stringer, spar and rib material properties are listed in Table 3 . The BUG GFEM (and reduced beam model) input files are published in reference [33] The BUG GFEM model was reduced to an equivalent beam model using the stiffness and mass reduction methods described in sections III and IV. So as to remove the effect of the load introduction assumptions on the equivalent stiffness parameter calculations at the tip of wing sections 1 and 2 (see section A), the forces and moments used for the stiffness reduction were applied at the wingtip for all wing sections. The moments generated at the tip of sections 1 and 2 by the wing-tip forces F 1,2,3 are easily determined from the wing geometry and their effect on the wing deflection is negated by applying the inverse moments at the wingtip, in addition to The GFEM and equivalent beam model wing deflections along the span are compared for 3 static linear wingtip load cases, where a 2.10 5 N force is successively applied in the global coordinate system X-Y-Z directions at the tip node (Cases 1, 2 and 3 respectively). The resulting node displacements and rotations in and about the global coordinate system directions are plotted in figure 17 . The maximum wingtip displacement error of the equivalent beam with respect to the GFEM, is of 5% (U2 for Case 2) and there is an overall good correlation along the wing span for all Next, an eigenvalue analysis is performed on the GFEM and on the beam model and the first 10 natural frequencies are compared in Table 4 , showing a very good correlation between the full GFEM and the equivalent beam model. Mode shape descriptions relate to the dominant deflections, since bending and torsion deflections are coupled. The maximum relative error of 2.1%, encountered for the ninth mode, is considered to be well within the interval of uncertainty of any practical application of this approach for either loads calculation or stability analysis.
Finally, the frequency response of the equivalent beam model is compared to the full GFEM model. For brevity, only the frequency response functions for a Z-direction tip force excitation are shown in Fig. 18 for two spanwise stations, at Y=14.9m and Y=25.9m, respectively. The first station corresponds to the "misaligned" rib at the end of the wing's Section 2 (see Fig. 14) marking the transition to the region of chord taper in the outer box. The second station corresponds to the wing tip. No damping has been included in the models, as evidenced by the phase angle taking only values of 0 • or 180 • . As for the comparison of the natural frequencies, the models display excellent correlation across the whole frequency range examined. It should be noted that the contribution of the third mode (1st X-bending), albeit small given that the excitation is primarily exciting Z-bending, is visible for both models. It must be mentioned here, that the idealization of the engine attachment considered lends itself well to an analysis of the BUG wing box with beam theory. More complex engine attachments may potentially introduce local structural complexity that could lead to local structural dynamics difficult to capture with beam idealizations of the wingbox.
VI. Gradient data extraction method
As discussed in section II, the sensitivities of the beam element properties and the mass matrix terms to the GFEM design variables (∂Ω/∂v and ∂ M/∂v) have to be calculated for gradient based aeroelastic optimization. The present beam reduction method has the advantage of readily yielding the sensitivities of the stiffness parameters for each beam element as
where ∂Ω/∂C is the (13x36) Jacobian matrix of the beam element sensitivities to the terms of the flexibility matrix
[C] from section III and ∂U/∂v are the sensitivities of the reference node deflections due to changes in the GFEM variables, such as changes in the wing spar or skin thickness or composite ply percentages. The matrix ∂U/∂v is a standard output of MSC Nastran SOL200 and it is determined from the stiffness relation between the applied force vector F, the stiffness matrix K and the nodal displacement and rotation vector U as
In this equation, ∂F/∂v = 0 for the static wing tip load cases used for the stiffness reduction, ∂K/∂v is calculated analytically or by finite differences depending on the GFEM property/variable relationship, and K and U are available from the static finite element solution.
In equation (25) , the matrices ∂Ω/∂C and ∂C/∂U can be determined by analytically differentiating the equations from section III and chain-ruling the resulting terms. For example, from equations (5) and (6), the shear center location at node B is a function of the rotated flexibility matrixC and of transformation matrix T, which is a function of the Euler rotation angles γ z and γ y . The sensitivity of the shear center location SC By to changes in the reference node deflections, may then be found from
All terms, except ∂γ y /∂U and ∂γ z /∂U, can be derived directly from equations (1) to (6) . Furthermore, a residual-based solution approach ( [34] ) can be used to determine the two remaining unknown partial derivatives ∂γ y /∂U and ∂γ z /∂U.
Using this approach, we define the function array f = [C 45 ;C 46 ] = [0; 0] for any U, so that
It is assumed that the system from equation (4) has already been solved, yielding the rotation angles γ y and γ z , so that these terms can be back-substituted into this equation to determine ∂ f /∂γ and ∂ f /∂C. The other stiffness parameter gradients ∂Ω/∂U may be found in a similar way.
Finally, the lumped mass matrix [M] sensitivities to changes in the GFEM variables are available as a by-product of the mass reduction process. These gradients are calculated as
where ∂[M]/∂m i is calculated from equations (23) and (24) and ∂m i /∂v is defined by the GFEM element property dependence on the design variables.
VII. Gradient data example
The method from section VI is implemented for the constant-section rectangular wing-box from section A, to analytically extract the beam stiffness parameter sensitivities to changes in the +45 • fiber percentage in the upper skin.
These sensitivities are evaluated with respect to the baseline and model 3 configurations and results are plotted in figure   19 . Approximate sensitivities are first determined using a forward finite difference approach applied to the GFEM. A step size of 0.7% of +45 • fibers is used, which corresponds to a 2% increment over a design range of 4% to 40% of +45 • fibers. This step size was found to yield a good approximation of the gradients, with truncation and condition errors being small. The finite difference gradients are plotted on top of the analytical data in figure 19 , showing a good correlation with the analytical data and therefore verifying the method from section VI. The analytical gradients are then also compared locally with gradients calculated using a complex-step derivative approximation ( [35] ), which yields more accurate gradient estimates than the finite difference approximation. The ∂Ω/∂U terms from equation (25) are calculated using this approach and multiplied with the ∂U/∂v obtained from the GFEM solution, since it is not currently possible to input a complex property step in MSC Nastran. The relative error of the complex-step gradient approximations for an element at mid-span (Y=8.1m) on model 3 is plotted in figure 20 for two different complex step This example demonstrates the robustness of the reduction method for generating gradients. It also shows that changes in composite laminate ply percentages can have non-intuitive effects on the wing stiffness properties, even for an apparently simple wing geometry, and that these effects are very dependent on the stiffness properties of the reference wing structure. These facts clearly indicate that, in order to design a wing with certain stiffness properties and in particular with bend-twist coupling, a formal optimization process should be used.
VIII. Conclusions
In this work, a numerical method was presented for efficiently and accurately reducing a high-fidelity wing GFEM to a Timoshenko beam theory model with lumped masses. An approach has been suggested for integrating the beam reduction method into a gradient-based aeroelastic design optimization architecture, so as to improve the efficiency and scope of existing aeroelastic design optimization implementations.
The beam reduction method, which results in 13 independent physical beam stiffness parameters per element and also yields sensitivity information with respect to changes in the GFEM, was first demonstrated on a simplified wing-box and then on the University of Bristol Ultra-Green aircraft configuration wing. The calculated equivalent beam stiffness and mass properties were verified by comparing the GFEM and beam model behaviors, both statically and dynamically.
The beam models were shown to capture the GFEM bending and torsion behaviors accurately, with static deflection errors below 5% and a maximum natural frequency error of 2.1% for the first 10 modes. Larger errors may occur for deflections along the beam axis, since extension-shear coupling effects cannot be fully captured by the 13 beam stiffness parameters. The analytical beam model gradients were verified with respect to gradients estimated using a finite difference approach on the GFEM. Again, an excellent correlation was found between the beam and GFEM gradients for different reference models.
It was shown that the reduction method has the ability to give insight into the GFEM design optimization results, by relating the properties of high-fidelity variable section, anisotropic wings to isotropic beam properties, such as the location of the elastic axis along the span. Non-dimensional bend-twist coupling parameters can be evaluated to allow insight into the aeroelastic behavior of a wing. The beam model gradients provide information about the effects that potential design changes may have on the overall wing stiffness and mass properties, in the vicinity of the current design solution. These effects may not be intuitive, particularly where composite wings or wings with significant bend-twist coupling are considered.
